This coating makes viruses slide right off fabric

*University of Pittsburgh* researchers have created a washable textile coating that repels liquids, such as blood and saliva, and also prevents...

Source  Fast Company Online - May 19, 2020
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Bitcoin halvings are becoming more symbolic than earth-shattering

Chris Wilmer Professor, University of Pittsburgh

Source  PaymentsSource - May 19, 2020
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Nine Pitt programs meet or exceed national academic progress rate average

Nine of Pitt's 16 athletic programs -- including football, men's basketball and women's basketball -- had multi-year academic progress rate (APR) scores...

Source  Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 20, 2020
Young Entrepreneur: Jared Raszewski's childhood idea becomes a new company

Jared Raszewski had just come up with the idea for DisSolves. He was pushing forward, seeking out an opportunity at the University of Pittsburgh's...

Source  Pittsburgh Business Times Online - May 19, 2020

Who’s the baby daddy? Love triangle drama at Pitt peregrine falcon nest

With two male suitors for one female, and two eggs to tend, uncertainties abound at the top of the University of Pittsburgh's Cathedral of Learning, ...

Source  Pittsburgh Tribune-Review - Online - May 19, 2020

From the Hilltop to North Side, Black flight drives population change in Pittsburgh

While the city lost negligible white population from 2009 through 2018, it saw a drop of about 7,000 Black residents -- or 9% of its Black population --.

Source  PublicSource.org - May 20, 2020

Freezing tuition: State schools face pandemic challenges

With so much uncertainty over when -- and how -- college classes will resume this fall, students and parents at least got some help in the planning...

Source  Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 20, 2020